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The Drosophila melanogaster RAD54 Homolog, DmRAD54, Is
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The RAD54 gene of Saccharomyces cerevisiae plays a crucial role in recombinational repair of double-strand
breaks in DNA. Here the isolation and functional characterization of the RAD54 homolog of the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster, DmRAD54, are described. The putative Dmrad54 protein displays 46 to 57% identity
to its homologs from yeast and mammals. DmRAD54 RNA was detected at all stages of fly development, but an
increased level was observed in early embryos and ovarian tissue. To determine the function of DmRAD54, a
null mutant was isolated by random mutagenesis. DmRAD54-deficient flies develop normally, but the females
are sterile. Early development appears normal, but the eggs do not hatch, indicating an essential role for
DmRAD54 in development. The larvae of mutant flies are highly sensitive to X rays and methyl methanesulfonate. Moreover, this mutant is defective in X-ray-induced mitotic recombination as measured by a somatic
mutation and recombination test. These phenotypes are consistent with a defect in the repair of double-strand
breaks and imply that the RAD54 gene is crucial in repair and recombination in a multicellular organism. The
results also indicate that the recombinational repair pathway is functionally conserved in evolution.
31). Therefore, DSBs in higher eukaryotes appear to be repaired primarily by end-to-end rejoining mechanisms.
In lower eukaryotes, however, repair of DSBs occurs almost
exclusively by recombinational repair. In yeast, a contribution
of end-to-end rejoining can be seen only when recombinational
repair is inoperative (10, 35, 54). The recombinational repair
pathway has been studied extensively in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The genes involved in this mechanism belong to
the RAD52 group (RAD50, RAD51, RAD52, RAD54, RAD55,
RAD57, RAD59, MRE11 [RAD58/XRS4], and XRS2) (3, 12;
reviewed in references 19 and 20). A mutation in one of the
RAD52 group genes leads to ionizing radiation sensitivity and
to defects in mating-type switching and meiotic and mitotic
recombination. Among these mutants, the rad51-, rad52-, and
rad54-deficient strains have the most severe phenotype. These
three mutants are defective in spontaneous and induced mitotic recombination and mating-type switching, and repair of
DSBs can hardly be detected (13, 15). In addition, the formation of viable spores is almost completely blocked due to a
defect in meiotic recombination in the rad51- and rad52deficient strains. The role of Rad54 in meiosis is much less
important (23, 44).
With the exception of Rad51, little is known about the precise role of the various gene products in DSB repair. The
Rad51 protein is homologous to the bacterial pairing and
strand exchange protein RecA (1, 4, 53). In the presence of
Rpa, the Rad51 protein also promotes strand exchange activity
in vitro (55). Recently, it was shown by Mortensen et al. that
Rad52 may also be involved in strand annealing (37). On the
basis of its amino acid sequence, the Rad54 protein has been
classified as a member of the SNF2/SWI2 subfamily of DNAdependent ATPases (22). Proteins belonging to this group are
characterized by the presence of seven conserved domains,
which are also present in DNA and RNA helicases, and have
been implicated in transcription, chromosome stability, and
DNA repair (16).

Double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA are induced by ionizing radiation and by various chemical compounds, such as
free radicals and methyl methanesulfonate (MMS). In addition, DSBs arise as intermediates during V(D)J rearrangement
in differentiating lymphocytes, transposition events, and meiotic recombination in germ cells. Unrepaired DSBs often lead
to cell death or contribute to the formation of chromosomal
aberrations such as deletions and translocations. In eukaryotes,
DSBs can be repaired via two main pathways: (i) recombinational repair, which is dependent on the presence of an intact
duplicate DNA sequence, and (ii) end-to-end rejoining, which
is based on rejoining of the two DNA ends (46). The available
evidence suggests that both mechanisms are conserved in eukaryotes from yeasts to humans. However, the relative contributions of both mechanisms in repair of DSBs differ considerably between lower and higher eukaryotes. Repair of DSBs in
mammals has been investigated with radiation-sensitive rodent
cell lines. Several of these cell lines have defects in repairing
radiation-induced DSBs and are also strongly impaired in
V(D)J rearrangement. Further studies have revealed that
these mutants have defects in the end-to-end rejoining pathway (reviewed in references 26, 47, and 63). Repair of DSBs at
defined sites in the genome of mammalian cells also occurs
more frequently by end-to-end rejoining than by homologous
recombination (21, 33). The same observations have been
made in experiments studying the fate of linear plasmid molecules in mammalian cells and Xenopus laevis oocytes (27, 29,
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation and analysis of genomic and cDNA clones. Rad54 from S. cerevisiae
has two stretches of seven identical amino acids at positions 456 to 462 (in
helicase box II) and 484 to 490 (in helicase box III), respectively, in common with
the human ERCC6 protein (60). These regions were used to design two degenerate primers for the amplification of a 102-bp genomic fragment. The sequences
of the upstream and downstream primers are 59-CCTGCAGA(A/G)GGICA
(C/T)(A/C)GITTIAA(A/G)AA-39 and 59-CCTGCAG(A/G)TC(A/G)TT(T/C
)TG(G/T)ATIGGIGTICC-39, respectively. Alternative nucleotides are given in
parentheses, and I stands for inosine. To facilitate subcloning, a PstI restriction
enzyme recognition site (underlined) was inserted in both primers. Screening of
a dp cn bw genomic library (constructed in lEMBL3 and a gift from A. Blackman) and the Oregon R head cDNA library (the library was constructed in
lEXLX and contains size-selected inserts of 1.2 kb or larger; a gift of B. Hamilton), subcloning of DNA fragments, and other standard molecular techniques
were carried out as described previously (48). DNA sequence analysis was performed as described previously (50).
Rapid amplification of 59-cDNA ends (59 RACE) was performed as specified
by the manufacturer (Gibco/BRL). First-strand cDNA synthesis with total RNA
from wild-type Amherst M65i flies was carried out with antisense primer
Dhr54.7, 59-GCGGGTGGATGGAAGAGTAC-39. After dC tailing of the
cDNA, the anchor primer and antisense primer Dhr54.15, 59-TGCTCTCGCT
CCAGTTCCTG-39, were used for amplification. The products were reamplified
with the anchor primer in combination with a third antisense primer, Dhr54.12,
59-CGCAGTGGTCCACGTTGGCT-39. Finally, PCR products were cloned in
pCRII (Invitrogen).
The DmRAD54 allele of the MMS-sensitive A17-11 strain was amplified in
four overlapping fragments with Pfu polymerase and cloned with the pCR-Script
Amp SK(1) cloning kit (Stratagene).
Northern blot analysis and in situ hybridization. Total RNA was extracted
from different developmental stages and ovaries by homogenizing in 4 M guanidine thiocyanate–25 mM sodium citrate (pH 7.0)–0.5% sarcosyl–0.1 M 2mercaptoethanol followed by the addition of 0.1 volume of 2 M sodium acetate
(pH 4.0) and 1 volume of phenol. After mixing, 0.2 volume of chloroformisoamyl alcohol (24:1) was added, and the homogenate was mixed again and left
for 15 min on ice. After centrifugation, the RNA was precipitated from the
aqueous phase with an equal volume of 2-propanol. The RNA was dissolved in
10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5)–1 mM EDTA, and high-molecular-weight RNA was
precipitated for 16 h at 220°C after addition of an equal volume of 8 M LiCl.
RNA samples (20 mg) were size fractionated on a 1% agarose gel containing 0.62
M formaldehyde, transferred to a nylon membrane (Hybond N1; Amersham),
and hybridized for 16 to 20 h at 42°C with an 800-bp genomic fragment as a probe
(48).
Salivary gland chromosome preparations were made of third-instar larvae of
wild-type Berlin K. The 800-bp DmRAD54 genomic fragment was nick translated
with biotinylated dUTP and used for in situ hybridization as described previously
(17). Signals were visualized with streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase (Bluegene
detection system; Gibco/BRL). No counterstaining was used; instead, the preparations were analyzed by combining phase-contrast with conventional light
microscopy.
Fly strains and techniques. With the exception of Df(2) JS17, all chromosomes
and mutations are listed by Lindsley and Zimm (32). The JS17 deletion [in stock
balanced over SM1, In(2LR)SM1 al2 Cy cn2 sp2, referred to below as cn Cy] was
kindly provided by J. Sekelsky and uncovers approximately region 23C to 23E
of the second chromosome. By blot hybridization, it was confirmed that the
DmRAD54 gene is located within the JS17 deletion (data not shown).

For the induction of DmRAD54 mutations, cn bw males were placed in glass
vials containing eight layers of glass microfiber paper (Whatman GF/A) soaked
with 0.9 ml of 5 mM ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) in 33 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 6.8)–5% sucrose. After a 24-h exposure, the males were mated en masse in
bottles to JS17/cn Cy virgin females. Single F1 cn bw/cn Cy males were crossed to
three to five JS17/cn Cy virgin females. After 2 days, the flies were transferred to
fresh vials. The larvae in the first vials were treated by adding 0.2 ml of 0.07%
MMS in water to the vial. One MMS-sensitive mutant, A17-11, in which no
DmRAD54 mRNA could be detected by Northern blot hybridization, was used
for further studies. To determine larval sensitivity to MMS and X rays, A17-11
cn bw/cn Cy flies were crossed with JS17/cn Cy flies. Two days after the crosses
were started, the parental flies were transferred to fresh vials and the larvae were
treated with 0.2 ml of the appropriate MMS dilution per vial. To determine the
X-ray sensitivity larvae were irradiated at a dose rate of about 1 Gy/min with an
Andrex machine operated at 200 kV and 4 mA 1 day after the crosses were
started. The offspring of the transferred parental flies were subsequently used as
untreated controls. After 10 to 14 days, the numbers of mutant DmRAD54
(A17-11 cn bw/JS17; Cy1 cn1 phenotype), heterozygous DmRAD541 (A17-11 cn
bw/cn Cy; Cy cn phenotype), and hemizygous DmRAD541 (JS17/cn Cy; Cy cn1
phenotype) flies were counted. The ratio between DmRAD54 mutant and nonmutant flies was calculated by dividing the number of Cy1 flies by the number of
Cy flies. Finally, the relative sensitivity for a certain dose can be quantified by
dividing the ratio of the untreated sample by the ratio of the treated sample. For
the higher doses, several experiments were performed and the results were
pooled to obtain significant numbers.
Recombination in somatic cells was studied by a somatic mutation and recombination test (SMART). A17-11 cn bw/cn Cy and cn bw (DmRAD541)/cn Cy
males were crossed to JS17/cn Cy virgins. After 16 h of egg-laying, the parental
flies were removed, and 24 h later the larvae were treated with increasing doses
of X rays. At 10 to 14 days after the beginning of egg-laying, the flies were
recovered and the different genotypes were counted and inspected with a stereomicroscope for the presence of colorless spots in the eyes due to recombined
or mutated cn bw/cn bw cells in the otherwise red background eye cells (cn
bw/cn1 bw1). Spot frequencies were calculated as the total number of spots per
total number of eyes scored.
Nucleotide sequence accession number. The sequence data reported in this
paper have been submitted to the GenBank database under accession no.
Y10229.

RESULTS
Isolation and sequence analysis of DmRAD54. Two regions
of sequence identity between Rad54 from S. cerevisiae and the
human ERCC6 protein (60), another member of the SNF2/
SWI2 subfamily, were exploited to design two degenerate oligonucleotide primers (see Materials and Methods). With total
genomic Drosophila DNA as a template, a fragment of 102 bp
was obtained after amplification in vitro. This product was used
to screen cDNA and genomic Drosophila libraries. A composite cDNA sequence of 2,727 bp was derived from the analysis
of cDNA clones and 59 RACE products. Within this sequence,
a large open reading frame between nucleotides 51 and 2406,
encoding a putative protein of 784 amino acids, can be
recognized. The identity and similarity between the predicted
Dmrad54 amino acid sequence and Rad54 homologs from
humans, mice, S. cerevisiae, and S. pombe are extensive and
extend almost over their entire length (Fig. 1). In between
several conserved regions, additional stretches of amino acids
were observed in Rad54 and Rhp54 that were not present in
Dmrad54 or the mammalian homologs. At the carboxy terminus, Dmrad54 has an extra stretch of 35 amino acids not
present in other Rad54 homologs. Although the overall identity of Dmrad54 to the mammalian and yeast homologs is
between 45.8 and 56.8%, the level of identity is most extensive
in the so-called helicase region up to the C terminus of the
proteins. Among the Rad54 homologs the seven helicase domains are almost identical. The identity in the N-terminal
region is somewhat lower (Fig. 1).
To analyze the intron-exon structure of the DmRAD54 locus, the nucleotide sequence of a region of 3,688 bp, encompassing the DmRAD54 gene, was determined. Comparison of
genomic and cDNA sequences revealed the presence of five
introns ranging in size from 56 to 61 bp. The first intron is
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Homologs of the RAD50, RAD51, RAD52, RAD54, and
MRE11 genes have recently been identified in the fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe (25, 40–42, 59), Drosophila melanogaster (2, 34), chickens (8, 9), mice, and humans (7, 14, 28,
36, 39, 45, 51, 52). However, the function of these homologs in
higher eukaryotes remains uncertain, since the murine RAD51
gene is essential for early embryonic development and since no
other mammalian cell mutant defective in one of the RAD52
group genes has been described (30, 61, 65).
To study whether recombinational repair contributes to the
repair of DSBs in a higher eukaryote, we isolated the D. melanogaster RAD54 homolog, DmRAD54, and examined its function by generating a strain carrying a mutation in this gene.
The sensitivity to ionizing radiation and MMS of DmRAD54deficient larvae is strongly increased. In addition, the DmRAD54
mutant is defective in X-ray-induced mitotic recombination.
Together, these data demonstrate a structural and functional
conservation of the recombinational repair pathway in a multicellular organism.
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FIG. 1. Amino acid sequence alignment of Rad54 homologs. The alignment was carried out by the Clustal method in the Megalign program of DNAstar. Black
boxes indicate identical amino acids, and gray boxes indicate functionally conserved amino acids according to the following groups: M, I, L, and V; D, E, N, and Q;
F, Y, and W; A, G, P, S, and T; and H, K, and R. The seven so-called helicase domains are indicated by boxes I to VI. The BESTFIT program was used for a pairwise
comparison of the Dmr54 and other four proteins. The identity of Dmr54 to Hhr54, Mhr54, Rad54, and Rhp54 is 55.8, 56.8, 45.8, and 46.8%, respectively. The levels
of similarity of Dmr54 to the other proteins are 18.3, 17.8, 19.2, and 20.8%, respectively. Dmr54, D. melanogaster homolog; Hhr54, human homolog, Mhr54, mouse
homolog; Rad54, S. cerevisiae homolog; Rhp54, S. pombe homolog. The Dmr54 sequence was derived from a genomic fragment isolated from a dp cn bw library and
contains a glutamine at position 373. The cDNA of the Oregon R strain codes for an alanine at this position.
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located just downstream of the ATG start codon. The sequence context of the start codon at position 707 of the
genomic sequence, TGAAATG, weakly matches the Drosophila translation initiation consensus (C/A)AA(C/A)ATG (11).
Comparison of the genomic and cDNA sequences also revealed substitutions of 16 bp (data not shown). These strain
differences result in only one amino acid substitution: a glutamine (Q)-to-alanine (A) change at position 373 of the pro-

tein. The alanine at position 373 is also observed in the mammalian homologs.
Expression pattern of DmRAD54. To examine the expression of DmRAD54 during Drosophila development, total RNA
was isolated from different developmental stages and hybridized with an 800-bp genomic probe. Hybridization could be
detected with an RNA species of approximately 3 kb at all
stages of development. A relatively high level of DmRAD54
RNA was observed in embryos and in adult flies (Fig. 2A). The
enhanced expression in adults is specific for female flies. Hybridization with RNA isolated from ovaries and the remaining
carcasses indicated that the DmRAD54 gene is specifically expressed in the ovaries (Fig. 2B). The expression level in the
carcasses is comparable to that of the male flies.
Generation of DmRAD54-deficient flies. To isolate DmRAD54
mutant fly strains, the chromosomal location of the DmRAD54
gene was determined by in situ hybridization. Hybridization
was observed in region 23D/E on the left arm of the second
chromosome (data not shown). The Rrp1 gene, which codes for
a protein with apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease activity
(49), has also been localized in the same region (56). Male flies
homozygous for the recessive cinnabar (cn) and brown (bw)
markers on the second chromosome were treated with EMS to
randomly induce mutations. These treated males were crossed
to females heterozygous for a second chromosome balancer
carrying multiple inversions, a dominant Curly (Cy) and several
recessive markers including cn. From the offspring of this cross,
cn bw/cn Cy males were selected and crossed to JS17/cn Cy
females. The JS17 deletion uncovers the DmRAD54 gene on
the second chromosome. This cross produces four different
combinations of the second chromosome: cn Cy/cn Cy, which is
unviable, and cn bw/cn Cy, JS17/cn Cy, and cn bw/JS17 in a
1:1:1 ratio (Fig. 3). By setting up the second cross with only one

FIG. 3. Scheme used for the isolation of DmRAD54 mutants. Genotypes of the second chromosomes of the parental and F1 generations are indicated. The marker
mutations used are as follows: cn, cinnabar; bw, brown; and Cy, Curly. The chromosome designated JS17 contains a deletion of the 23C to 23E region. The first cross
was performed to obtain cn bw/cn Cy males carrying random induced mutations (indicated by the asterisks). The second cross was used to determine the larval sensitivity
for MMS and X rays. See Materials and Methods for details.
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FIG. 2. Expression of DmRAD54 during Drosophila development. Total
RNA (20 mg) from flies of different stages of development, adult flies, and
ovaries, and total RNA (24 mg) from carcasses (equivalent to 20 mg of ovarian
RNA) were electrophoresed on agarose-formaldehyde gels and hybridized with
a 800-bp genomic DmRAD54 probe. The ras probe was used as a control for the
amount of RNA loaded (38).
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ISOLATION OF A DROSOPHILA RAD54 MUTANT

TABLE 1. X-ray sensitivity of A17-11 cn bw/JS17a
Dose
(Gy)

3
6
9

No. of
control flies
Cy1b

Cyc

76
94
74

125
181
140

Ratio-C
(Cy1/Cy)

0.61
0.52
0.53

No. of Xrayed flies
Cy1b

Cyc

82
27
2

158
137
73
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TABLE 2. MMS sensitivity of A17-11 cn bw/JS17a

Ratio-X
(Cy1/Cy)

Sensitivityd

0.52
0.20
0.03

1.17
2.64
19.29

male fly together with several females, it is possible to test
individual EMS-treated cn bw chromosomes for enhanced
MMS sensitivity in combination with JS17 (see Materials and
Methods). A defective DmRAD54 gene will presumably result
in an enhanced MMS sensitivity, as in rad54 yeast mutants. As
a result of the enhanced MMS sensitivity, the number of cn
bw/JS17 flies will be reduced in comparison to their heterozygous cn bw/cn Cy and JS17/cn Cy brothers and sisters when
treated with MMS. In 19 experiments, in which a total of 8,167
chromosomes were tested, 69 lethal strains, 11 semilethal
strains, and 10 strains with an enhanced MMS sensitivity were
isolated (details will be published elsewhere).
Characterization of a DmRAD54 mutant. Total RNA isolated from the MMS-sensitive strains was analyzed by Northern blot hybridization. In one strain, A17-11, no DmRAD54
mRNA could be detected. The other nine strains showed
normal levels of DmRAD54 RNA in comparison with wildtype flies (data not shown). Sequence analysis of the A17-11
DmRAD54 allele and comparison with the sequence of the
wild-type allele of the cn bw strain revealed only a G-to-A
transition at the splice acceptor site of the second intron (data
not shown). This type of alteration is consistent with the fact
that EMS induces mainly GC-to-AT transitions (43). The presence of a splice mutation in the A17-11 mutant might lead to
the formation of unstable DmRAD54 mRNA, explaining why
no DmRAD54 transcripts could be detected by blot hybridization. Most probably, this type of mutation results in a null
phenotype.
In addition to the splice mutation, the A17-11 cn bw chromosome contains a second, recessive lethal mutation. For this
reason, A17-11 cn bw homozygous strains are not viable. To
obtain DmRAD54-deficient flies, the A17-11 mutation has to
be combined with the JS17 deletion. The A17-11 cn bw/JS17
male flies are viable and fertile, whereas the A17-11 cn bw/JS17
females are viable but not fertile. The females do lay eggs, but
these do not hatch. Microscopic analysis indicates that early
development is normal in the newly laid eggs.
DmRAD54 mutant flies are sensitive to ionizing radiation
and MMS. To determine the sensitivity of the A17-11 cn bw/
JS17 flies to ionizing radiation and MMS, A17-11 cn bw/cn Cy
males were crossed to JS17/cn Cy females (Fig. 3). After 1 day,
the eggs were given X-ray treatment, or after 2 days of egglaying, they were treated with MMS. Approximately 2 weeks
later, the number of Cy1 flies (A17-11 cn bw/JS17) and the
number of Cy flies (heterozygous for A17-11 or JS17) was
determined and their ratio was calculated. This ratio is expected to be 0.5 according to Mendelian laws. In the untreated
controls, the ratio varied between 0.47 and 0.61 (Tables 1 and
2). If a DmRAD54 mutation results in an increased sensitivity
to DNA-damaging agents, this ratio of 0.5 will decrease with
increasing dose. The sensitivity of A17-11 cn bw/JS17 flies can

0.01
0.03
0.07
0.09

No. of
control flies
Cy1b

Cyc

167
186
164
238

346
355
348
435

Ratio-C
(Cy1/Cy)

0.48
0.52
0.47
0.55

No. of
MMStreated flies
Cy1b

Cyc

153
109
9
3

287
344
96
91

Ratio-M
(Cy1/Cy)

Sensitivityd

0.53
0.32
0.09
0.03

0.91
1.65
5.03
16.60

a
Parental flies were allowed to lay eggs on two vials; one was MMS treated,
and the other was used as a control.
b
The number of A17-11 cn bw/JS17 flies (Cy1 phenotype).
c
The number of A17-11 cn bw/cn Cy and JS17/cn Cy flies (Cy phenotype).
d
Sensitivity is calculated by Ratio-C/Ratio-M.

be quantified by dividing the Cy1/Cy ratio of the untreated
sample by the Cy1/Cy ratio of the treated sample (X-ray or
MMS treatment). For example, a sensitivity of 5.03 obtained
for a dose of 0.07% MMS (Table 2) means that the A17-11 cn
bw/JS17 flies are 5.03 times more sensitive for this dose than
are the heterozygous cn Cy/JS17 or cn Cy/A17-11 cn bw flies.
For low doses (3 Gy of X irradiation or 0.01 to 0.03% MMS),
there was no significant increase in sensitivity of the A17-11 cn
bw/JS17 flies. However, when exposed to higher doses (6 to 9
Gy of X irradiation or 0.07 to 0.09% MMS), the A17-11 cn
bw/JS17 flies showed a clearly enhanced sensitivity: 2.6 to 19.3
times and 5.0 to 16.6 times, respectively (Tables 1 and 2).
DmRAD54 mutant flies have a defect in radiation-induced
mitotic recombination. To investigate if DmRAD54 is involved
in mitotic recombination, a SMART was performed. By using
this assay, genetic alterations in somatic cells can be measured
(reviewed in reference 6). The flies used for this test are heterozygous for the cn and bw markers. A mutagenic event in
larval cells affecting both the wild-type cinnabar and brown
gene will give rise to a daughter cell homozygous for the cn and
bw markers (Fig. 4). Clonal expansion of mutated cells results
in spots in the eyes of the adult fly that do not contain pigment
any more and can be scored microscopically. An example of a
fly containing nonpigmented spots in one of the eyes is shown
in Fig. 5. In this study, 24- to 40-h-old A17-11 cn bw/JS17 or cn
bw/JS17 larvae were irradiated with different doses of X rays.
After 10 to 14 days, hatched flies were isolated and inspected
for the presence of spots. Although Drosophila larvae are more
X-ray resistant than are embryos, 24- to 40-h-old larvae were
chosen for this experiment since the frequency of induced
spots is higher due to an increased number of target cells. The
number of spots per eye in the cn bw/JS17 control group was
enhanced after treatment with X rays. With increasing dose, a
clear dose response was observed (Table 3). In the A17-11 cn
bw/JS17 mutant flies, no enhancement in spot frequency was
observed. At all doses used, the frequency of spots is identical
to the frequency in untreated animals. These results demonstrate a defect in induced mitotic recombination in the
DmRAD54-deficient flies after exposure to radiation.
DISCUSSION
There are two main types of DSB repair: end-to-end rejoining and recombinational repair. In S. cerevisiae and S. pombe,
recombinational repair predominates. Yeast cells are capable
of end-to-end rejoining, but this process is much less efficient
than the recombinational repair mechanism. Only in a Rad52deficient strain is a contribution of the other mechanism(s)
observed (10, 35, 54). Much less is known about the relative
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a
Parental flies were allowed to lay eggs on two vials; one was X-ray irradiated,
and the other was used as a control.
b
The number of A17-11 cn bw/JS17 flies (Cy1 phenotype).
c
The number of A17-11 cn bw/cn Cy and JS17/cn Cy flies (Cy phenotype).
d
Sensitivity is calculated by Ratio-C/Ratio-X.

MMS concn
(%)
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contribution of the recombinational repair mechanism to the
repair of DSBs in higher eukaryotes. To study the role of the
RAD52 group genes in repair and recombination in a multicellular organism, we isolated the Drosophila RAD54 homolog,
DmRAD54, and a strain carrying a mutation in this gene.
The DmRAD54 gene was cloned with degenerate primers.
The 784-amino-acid Dmrad54 protein strongly resembles its

counterparts from S. cerevisiae and S. pombe and from mammals. The overall homology is 65 to 75% (Fig. 1). To generate
fly strains deficient for DmRAD54, randomly mutagenized
male flies were crossed to females heterozygous for the JS17
deletion, which uncovers the DmRAD54 gene, and the offspring was screened for enhanced MMS sensitivity. In 1 of the
10 probable DmRAD54 mutants isolated, no DmRAD54
mRNA could be detected by blot hybridization. Sequence
analysis showed the presence of a G-to-A transition in the
splice acceptor site of the second intron in the DmRAD54
allele of this mutant. This mutation most probably gives rise to
a null phenotype. Heterozygous A17-11 cn bw/JS17 males carrying the splice mutation in one second chromosome and a
deletion including the DmRAD54 gene on the other second
chromosome develop normally and are fertile. The females are
also viable, and eggs are deposited, but these do not hatch. The
infertility of DmRAD54-deficient females could suggest a role
for the DmRAD54 gene product during development or in
meiotic recombination which only occurs in females in Drosophila. Analysis of newly laid eggs showed a normal early
development, indicating an important role for the DmRad54 protein in later development. The increased level of DmRAD54
mRNA observed in oocytes and early embryos could suggest
that DmRAD54 mRNA is maternally loaded in the oocytes to

TABLE 3. SMART results
Control (cn bw/JS17)
X-ray dose
(Gy)

FIG. 5. Spots of mutant tissue in the eye of an adult fly. During development
of cn bw/cn1 bw1 embryos, recombination/mutation events lead to homozygous
cn bw/cn bw precursor cells, which after proliferation give rise to patches of
colorless mutant tissue against a background of red cn bw/cn1 bw1 cells.

0
3
6
9

Mutant (A17-11 cn
bw/JS17)

No. of spots/
no. of eyes analyzed

Ratio

No. of spots/
no. of eyes analyzed

Ratio

4/300
11/268
17/242
41/352

0.013
0.041
0.070
0.117

6/300
4/246
5/244
5/236

0.020
0.016
0.021
0.021
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FIG. 4. SMART protocol. Recombination events in larval A17-11 cn bw/JS17 cells between the centromere and the cinnabar gene on the second chromosome
followed by cosegregation of chromatids 1 and 3 result in a daughter cell which is homozygous for the cn and bw marker mutations. Cosegregation of chromatids 1
and 4 will give rise to two heterozygous daughter cells. The cinnabar and brown genes are required for biosynthesis of the brown and red eye pigments, respectively.
Proliferation of a mutant cell may result in patches of mutant tissue in the eye which can be scored as colourless spots. As a control, cn bw/JS17 larvae were used. The
A17-11 mutation is indicated by an asterisk.
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support cell proliferation during embryonic development. In
the yeast S. pombe, the Rhp54 protein is also involved in
replication, in addition to playing a role in the repair of radiation-induced DSBs (41). The regulated expression of the
mouse and human RAD51 gene during the cell cycle and the
inviability of RAD51-deficient mice also indicate an important
role for the RAD52 group genes in cell proliferation (18, 30,
57, 58, 61, 64).
In the A17-11 cn bw/JS17 DmRAD54 mutant flies, a strongly
increased sensitivity to ionizing radiation and MMS was observed. At the highest radiation dose used, the survival of this
DmRAD54 mutant was reduced by a factor of 19 in comparison
to that of the heterozygous siblings. At a dose of 0.09% MMS,
the sensitivity was increased by a factor of 16. These results
strongly indicate that in higher eukaryotes the recombinational
repair pathway also contributes significantly to the repair of
exogenously induced DNA damage. Since heterozygous wildtype A17-11 cn bw/cn Cy females have to be used in the crosses
because of the female sterility of the hemizygous null mutant,
maternally derived transcripts may contribute to the repair of
DNA damage in the treated larvae. As a consequence, the
increase in sensitivity of the mutant larvae to X rays or MMS
may even be underestimated.
The same cross as depicted in Fig. 3 was also used to study
mitotic recombination in A17-11 cn bw/JS17 mutant and cn
bw/JS17 nonmutant flies by the SMART (Fig. 4). Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of both the cn and bw markers in mitotically dividing cells results in patches of mutant tissue in the
eyes of the adult fly, which can be recognized as colorless spots
(see Fig. 5). The great majority of these LOH events are due to
mitotic recombination. This conclusion is based on several
observations, including (i) the absence of LOH in male flies
when X-chromosomal markers are used and (ii) the strong
reduction in LOH in females carrying an inversion chromosome (6, 62). Treatment of 24- to 40-h-old cn bw/JS17 control
larvae with increasing doses of X rays results in an increase in
the number of spots with increasing doses. In the A17-11 cn
bw/JS17 DmRAD54 mutant flies, no induction of spots was
observed. The spots in the untreated sample may be spontaneous recombination events in very early embryos, when the
maternally derived DmRAD54 mRNA is still present, or may
be due to other mechanisms such as chromosome loss. These
results demonstrate that DmRAD54 is required for X-ray-induced recombination in mitotically dividing cells. The defect in
radiation-induced mitotic recombination and the strongly enhanced radiation sensitivity closely resemble the phenotype of
an S. cerevisiae rad54 mutant, indicating an important role for
the RAD54 homolog in DSB repair and recombination in Drosophila. The results presented in this paper also provide convincing evidence that the RAD52-dependent recombinational
repair pathway is functionally conserved from yeasts to higher
organisms.
The Drosophila mus309 mutant has a defect in the Ku70
gene, which is involved in end-to-end rejoining of DSBs. Heteroallelic mus309 flies display increased MMS sensitivity and
show a reduction in the repair of DSBs after P-element excision (5, 24). The phenotypes of the DmRAD54 mutant and the
mus309 mutant suggest that in Drosophila both DSB repair
mechanisms are involved in break repair. Construction and
analysis of a mus309/DmRAD54 double mutant may give an
indication of the relative contribution of end-to-end rejoining
and recombination in DSB repair.
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